Baseul Vechi river restoration-2011
Razvan Voicu
Başeu Vechi River was channeled in the communist regime because of its many meanders.
Sewage was carried out without taking into account:
- destruction of the ecosystem structure Başeu Vechi River (biotope, biocoenosis);
- shore erosion;
- lowering water levels in wells;
- occasional local fishing;
- recreational areas;
Because all of these features today do not longer exist, many locals agree with reinstating the
old riverbed of Başeu Vechi River. Apart from small areas, the old riverbed of Başeu Vechi
River remained functional; therefore it may encompass a flow of more than two thirds of the
actual river flow. The most difficult problem remains creating a system in order to transfer a part
of Başeu Vechi River flow towards the old riverbed. There is a bridge right off the Ştefăneşti
hydrometric station of the Başeu River (Fig. 1) belonging to the national road. On the right side
of this bridge, there is the old riverbed of the Başeu Vechi River at a distance of about 200
meters (Fig. 2) (visiting zones of the pipe line, drinking water supply, the old riverbed, riverbed
of the Başeu Vechi River location).
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Figure 2 Riverbed of the Başeu Vechi River location

Also, at 200 meters distance, opposite the old river bed, there is a drinking water pipeline that
supplies the Ştefăneşti city (Fig. 2). Due to watercourse erosion, this pipeline, as shown in (Fig.
2) is directly into the Başeu River risking to be damaged in case of a strong impact to the flood
or heavy equipments which would lead to Ştefăneşti population contamination. A water pipeline
protection should be developed. Over the years, the river carved the new channel Başeu about
three feet from the old river bed, which makes it difficult to link a channel to take a direct part of
the river flow. Over the years, the river carved into the new riverbed about three meters channel
more than the old river bed, which makes it difficult to link a channel in order to directly
undertake a part of the river flow. This direct channel and cannot be achieved due to the water
supply pipeline of Ştefăneşti city. Because of the long distance, is too expensive to build this
channel in another area. The old riverbed should be used (Fig. 3) (the old riverbed of Başeu
River) starting right next to manholes water pipe.

Figure 3 The old riverbed of Başeu River

If we use a small overflow weir in order to redirect part of the river flow towards old
riverbed, we may destroy longitudinal connectivity to the detriment of the lateral connectivity,
and a classical system of water direction made of metal sheet piling cannot be built due to the
high difference level between current and old riverbed.

Ecotechnic metod I
Before reaching the old riverbed of the Başeu Vechi River, there is a flat land where two
communicating ponds (Fig. 4) (water supply system of the old watercourse, the second pond, the
first pond, water supply channel of ponds, communicating ponds – cross-section – indicative
scheme, Başeu Vechi River) should be built in order to supply the old watercourse. These two
communicating ponds will be supplied by a channel about 20 meters long, one meter width and
three meters height, built at a distance of about 10 meters from the bridge and perpendicular to
the watercourse. The first pond should have rectangular shape of about five meters deep, built
into the ground and its water surface should have about 100 square meters. The second pond will
still be rectangular (rectangular parallelepiped), made of massive wood or concrete, it will have
about ten meters height outside and about five meters into the ground, a width and a thickness of
about three meters each. The second pond shall continuously supply the old riverbed through a
rectangular channel. The river supply channel will be supplied through a redirection system
consisting of metal sheet piling and having concrete foundation.
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Figure 4 Communicating ponds – cross-section – indicative scheme, Başeu Vechi River

The water redirection towards the two communicating ponds will be performed through a
classic system (Figure 5) (channel which supplies the communicating ponds, supporting pile
system, metal sheet piling, metal sheet piling fastening system, redirecting system) by using
metal sheet piling mounted on concrete foundation. The first sheet piling shall be entirely built
on the watercourse during the second shall be welded to the first sheet piling and fixed to Başeu
riverbank at the same time.
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Figure 5 Redirecting system-indicative scheme

The redirected water system is sized according to the multiannual the average level, so this
system will be about a meter taller. In the first pond, having about 100 square meters of water
surface, different species of fish that inhabited the Başeu River before drainage can be bred. Both
between the supply channel and the first pond, and the first and the second ponds there are metal
sliding protection systems that allow hosting the juvenile fish until it reaches maturity, then the
sliding systems are removed for a while and the fish get into the old watercourse of Başeu River.
Because of channel erosion caused by Başeu River, the Ştefăneşti water supply pipe is directly
exposed to watercourse which may lead to cracking of the pipe and drinking water pollution.
The solution to be adopted in this case is represented by the watercourse diversion through a
meander (Fig. 6) (riverbank, meander, the old riverbed of Başeu Vechi River, the meander
construction) ecotechnically arranged, but also by stabilizing the riverbanks on a distance of
approximately 100 meters upstream and 100 meters downstream.
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Figure 6 The meander construction-indicative scheme
The riverbanks ecotechnical restoration consists in stabilization the river banks where
pressed hemp or coconut fiber rolls shall be set as in the (Fig. 7) (Stabilization of river banks by
using coconut fiber rolls, North Carolina (Source: www.habitatassessment.com) which illustrates
the functionality and usefulness of ecotechnical rolls.

Figure.7 Stabilization of river banks by using coconut fiber rolls,
North Carolina (Source: www.habitatassessment.com)
The banks will be arranged on an inclined plane where fast growing woody species (alder,
willow, etc.) and fasciculate-rooted grass species (sedge, fescue, etc.) will be planted in line or as
diamond shapes. For example, the pictures (fig. 8 a, b) can be observed: (a) during ecotechnical
works, b) after completion of ecotechnical works, ecotechnical restoration of a watercourse UK), providing the success of ecotechnical bank restoration measures applied for various rivers.

a) during ecotechnical works

b) after completion of ecotechnical works

Figure (8 a, b).Ecotechnical restoration of a watercourse - UK (Source: http://www.salixrw.com)
Area should be surrounded by a protection fence up to vegetation development. These bioengineering methods are often used in the developed countries by successfully replacing the old
traditional methods that alter the water courses.
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Figure 9 – Ecotechnical restoration of a meander and about 200 meters of Başeu
watercourse- indicative scheme
The ecotechnical restoration shall be performed 10 meters downstream the channel that
supplies the two communicating ponds over a distance of approximately 200 meters (Fig. 10).
(water supply pipe manhole, riparian area, wetland, supplying channels of communicating ponds,
redirection water system, bridge, highway, ecotechnical restoration, complete indicative
scheme).
Before being functional, the old riverbed of Başeu River should be ecotechnically restorated
as the old riverbed, over an area of about 100 meters. There will also be other parts of the old
river bed to be restored, but these will be discover after going through and carefully observing
the entire watercourse.
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Figure 10 Ecotechnical restoration, complete indicative scheme

Conclusions
The water supply system of the old Başeu river bed presented along the ecotechnical
method can be done in a few months; it is relatively easy to perform, requires no special care and
functions without power consumption but only using the buoyancy and gravity.
After restoration, the old riverbed of the Başeu Vechi River can support a functional ecosystem
work a various biocoenosis.
After restoration and in the case of floods, the old riverbed of the Başeu Vechi River can
undertake the same water flow as the actual riverbed which avoids the destruction of human lives
and material goods as well.
The ecotechnical restoration of Başeu Vechi and Başeu Rivers shall lead to the formation
of a functional local ecobiom.

